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The Bjorling Sound by Stephen Hastings
A review by Dr. William C. Clayton
hough I am familiar with a number
of books about singers, I know of no
vocal study to rival the intense and
illuminating new book on Jussi Bjorling by
Stephen Hastings.
In his introduction, Hastings establishes
that he is examining JB's vocal output purely
from the sound [emphasis mine] of the
recordings: "In preparing this book I have
done my best to 1isten to every recording
made of Bjorling's singing voice between
1929 and 1960:' The heart of the book
consists of chapters on each of twenty-four
composers in Bjorling's recorded repertory,
enhanced by twenty photographs. However,
this is no facile hagiography; rather, it is a
finely balanced estimate of a serioqs artist.
For instance, Hastings, in evaluating the
performance of Strauss's "Cacilie;' remarks
that, "Indeed Bjorling's achievement in his
1939 studio recording is unmatched by
any other on disc:' On the other hand, he
bluntly asserts that in the 1955 Carnegie
Hall recital, JB is "clearly out of sorts:'
His treatment ofBeethoven's "Adelaide"
exemplifies Hastings's overall modus
operandi and his dealing with songs. After
stating that the 'J\.delaide" recordings span
the years 1939 to 1958, he characterizes the
venue; comments on any apposite aspects of
language or vocalism; suggests both positive
and negative evaluations; and most often
posits the perf~rmances' places in JB's output.
He concludes by drawing on John Steane,
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"who says ['J\.delaide''] is 'something of a
wonder; [for] this is probably the recording
that has won Bjorling the most generous
praise from critics over the decades'.'
The treatment of Giordano's 'J\rnor ti
vieta" from Fedora also typifies Hastings's
approach to arias. He tells why he believes
it is "one of the tenor's most effective
recital numbers:' In hailing the 1957 studio
version as the finest one, he commends
)B's remarkable mastery of be/ canto and
splendid use of portamento, which rival the
performances of Caruso and De Lucia.
The 1939 Royal Opera House performance of II trovatore ideally represents
Hastings's approach to JB's complete opera
recordings. He begins with the conductor; Vittorio Gui's concept of the score is
"strongly theatrical;' and he often remarks
on the technicalities of the recording: "The
recording is unbalanced, favoring the
orchestra over the singers:' He comments,
typically, on the singers partnering JB and
then reaches the heart of the matter: "Yet
this remains a recording to treasure for
the remarkable performance of the tenor:'
He admires Bjorling's ability to express the
character of the soldier, the poet, and the
lover. The author further suggests that the
audience probably reacted with surprise
because they were used to "singers such
as Tamagno, Caruso, and Martinelli;' and
continued on page 4
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Harald Henrysson and Gombert Shadow Box

An unusual Jussi representation at the
Bjorling Museum and the man behind it
by Harald Henrysson
hen I took part in a Bjo·rling_ memorial arrangement ~ Zurich last year, I was
shown the object above, which the owner had found ma flea-market. He
agreed that the Museum would be the right place for it and this Spring the
stage model arrived there.
This charming model shows Jussi Bjorling in La boheme at the Royal Opera in Stockholm: on one side on stage with Mimi in act 1, his high C shooting through the roof; on
the other side he is shown in his dressing-room.
On the bottom, I read the name of the skilled craftsman with operatic interests
who made the model: Wilhelm Gombert, Stockholm. Looking for the name on the web,
I found on YouTube some 1920s recordings of a German tenor. His biography in a web
dictionary of German music artists, persecuted in the Nazi era, proved that he must also
be the man behind the model.
Wilhelm Gombert was born in 1886 in Berlin and made his debut in 1910. He fought
with distinction in WWI, during which he married a woman of a Jewish-Swedish family,
Alice Lion. After the war he continued his career and in 1926 came to the Stadtische Oper
(now Deutsche Oper) in Berlin, with guest appearances e.g. at Covent Garden. He made
more than 100 recordings, was often heard on radio and appeared also in film.
After Hitler came to power in 1933, Gombert's situation became precarious since he
refused to divorce his Jewish wife. By 1937 he was forbidden to perform. He then began
to use his artistic talents as a decorator an d was also supported by a pension. Shortly before the end of WWII, Alice Gombert was evacuated to Sweden thanks to the Bernadotte
activities, but Wilhelm survived the fall ofBerlin in a Summer house outside the city
where he stayed with a daughter and her husband.
In the autumn of 1946, Wilhelm Gombert joined his wife and his son Dieter in
Stockholm. Wilhelm worked there as a singing teacher and a model-maker for a museum.
Dieter, active both as a singer and an engineer, emigrated to the US in 1948 and later his
parents followed him. Wilhelm Gombert continued to work as a singing teacher in the US
and died in 1964 in Chicago, 77 years old.
These facts are based on the memoirs published in 2001 by Dieter Gombert, Hell
Was Empty. They give a fascinating picture of the life of a "half-Jew" in Nazi Germany and
interesting glimpses from music life both there and in Sweden. ■
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admits that to them JB most likely sounded
"somewhat underpowered:' However, the
rest of the analysis establishes Hastings's
admiration ofJB's lyrical approach in this
immensely valuable document of the tenor's
singing. He offers another approach to the
complete operas by including selections
recorded live elsewhere or in the studio.
In this case they are, "Ah si, ben mio"; "Di
quella pira"; and the "Miserere:' He works
them in chronologically with the complete
performance under analysis.
Hastings concludes with a chapter covering some thirty-six other performances
plus a chapter on "Evolution and Influences:' In this final portion, he notes the major
phases ofJussi's career; his vocal and health
problems; his ability to match his voice to
orchestral instruments ; the influence of
Caruso on him; and some of the singers
who apparently have learned from him. He
concludes as follows: "Bjorling's was not,
however, an intellectualized art, but simply
the result of an uncommonly limpid voice
responding to the instinctive promptings of
a unique musical sensibility:'
The Bjorling Sound represents the
third part of a triumvirate of books on Jussi.
First, we had Harald Henrysson's indispensable PHONOGRAPHY; then Anna-Lisa
and Andrew Farkas's essential JUSSI; and
now this generously-detailed volume of
how Jussi sounds on records. Through this
book we can return to the recordings with
refreshed and illuminated listening. Mr.
Hastings has brought to his task a remarkably acute ear, a complete command of
the elements of singing, and an impressive
knowledge of vocal performance. JB would
have been well pleased. ■

Bill Clayton was raised and educated in
San Antonio, Texas. He earned an M. A. and
Ph. D. in English from New York University.
For 55 years he has taught high school and
college English, holding the rank of Adjunct
Full Professor at Nassau College for 46 years
and currently. He and wife Christine have
three children and three grandchildren. They
have been married for 50 years and live on
Long Island.

